
RANK PLAYER COMMENT

31 INDY DOLTS An IFL champ at 31st, yupp. I am not sure anything is worse than this 

guy.  Wins the league, still won't go to Vegas.  3 times now this key 

player in our league ghosts us for Vegas. Why?  He doesn't own his 

own pants.  He gleefully admits to the idea that he is not trusted 

enough to go to Vegas.  How sad is this?  The most whipped ass punk 

I know even gets to go to Vegas, Maff.  What is the opposite of sharia 

law, where the women are the main thing?  Who knows, but it's 

going on at Erik's house. What a shame.

30 CORSHAME This one is on the IFL.  This guy comes into the league and has the 

chance for 2x Vegas, nope, none.  Well why is it 'your fault IFL?'  Well 

because he wrote this on his application to IFL, he said he would 

never attend Vegas, and you all voted him in.  Shame. He is basically 

Carlos or Erik, that is not who you want to be on this list! Sad for you 

Kory, also fuck your excuses too!  He has quickly made a turnabout 

on this idea but guess what, until he is on his way, this guy is in the 

30's.
29 AINTS Carlos should check in to the league more often, he shold talk more 

shit or otherwise commune with the IFL and he should fly his fucking 

ass to Las Vegas for 2020.  Hey at least he has produced some content 

for the event.

28 GINGER Why are the Chargers the 28th team?  He suprise showed for Vegas 

2017 and has a classic story of wasting great beer and being the 

fastest passout in IFL Vegas history.  Epic.  How can he be 30th?   If 

you can't back up that type of performance with a follow up, you are 

The One Hit Wonder, and perhaps should be lower, especially after 

continuing to feed Marf.  

What a tough list to sit down and writeup.  The top few spots are toss 

ups, the middle batch just as important and powerful, but then we 

fall off hard.  Attending Vegas is one part, but being spotaneous and 

fun part of Vegas is another.  The original crew gets a natural power 

bump in the rankings, repeat Vegas  owners do as well.  Those who 

brought swag, brought heat, brought their swagger to Vegas get a 

bump.  If we had fun with you or as a result of you, you get a bump.  But 

if you were not getting hammered enough, you were not getting hyped 

enough, well that's negative points!  Enjoy the writeup, GO ON GIT! 
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27 WASHINGTON DAN This mug has tried his ass off to get to Vegas this year.  Shit, EVEN HIS 

soon to be WIFE, tried her ass off to get him here, no shit.  DO YOU 

READ THAT ERIK??  Can't wait to meet Dan in 2020.  

26 OLD GREGG We would be lying if we said there wasn't tons of talk about the old 

man's arrival to Vegas.  TEAM CHIT is in hopes that some one on one 

time will loosen that fun side of Craig up a bit.  Please lord, let that be 

true. 
25 BUFFALO TRAVIS It was really chittay for us to have to put Travis so far down this list 

but we understand, school, yada yada.  Anyway, he says he is coming 

this year.  

24 CANDY How this guy ranks above our beloved Travis is simply due to the idea 

that Candy is constantly in Vegas channel, now his input may be shit, 

such as "Let's play Dungeons and Dragons Expanded Universe Edition 

that includes Hello Kitty Hello World map pack."  but he is ever 

present and excited to be a Vegas attendee. 

23 DANDY Dandy coming in at a hot 23, despite TEAM CHIT knowing that this 

guy is going to be a nutcase in Vegas.  Here is what we know, when 

he asked his wife if he could go, she asked for how long, Dave replied 

with '3 days' and his wife said, "Shucks can they draft for 30 days?"  

As part of the seltzer crew, there is high expectations on him...

22 TURF This woman proved a lot last year. Her ranking should be higher but 

this is Chittay and Vegas demands proof. She gets a lot of credit for 

2018 attendance, she gets even more credit for continuing in the 

league after meeting 20 of us.  She gets dinged on her 2018 

performance though, and she knows why, if you don't seek out the 

actual weed sherpas, you gonna get what you get.  Now she is 

swearing it off.  So not only does she lose a spot or two but the crew 

of guys who made weed her enemy also get knocked! 

21 JAIF Jai is our spirit animal over here in the AFC and his spirit does not 

bode well for making a top 10 in this power ranking.  Jai gets dinged 

for not loving his fat bod and going full tilt into the aquatics events of 

2018.  Jai has a lot to prove in 2019, first he has been working out.  As 

he states it, "I began working out just after seeing Berrie and Matt 

naked during our slumber party in 18.  I felt it was time to harden up 

my man tits and force barry to be the bottom in our 3some at Vegas."  

Wow, well, the man has a plan.



20 TIGERBALM Danny falls into the middle of the power ranking pack here.  2018 

was his first visit and he was vital in night 1 heroics with an In N Out 

to the house delivery.  Jai gets a boost there too.  But this guy could 

have come out of 2018 as a potential top 10 guy but his chill 

demeanor and his lack of in your face excitement during Vegas 2018 

(where was morning PT drills?) causes him to slip here.  We really 

need to see a night where this active soldier gets a bit ripped apart.  

Can that even happen? 

19 FLOD "HOW IS THIS GUY RANKED ABOVE PEOPLE GOING THIS YEAR?"  Well 

that's a good question, FLOD presence not only announced itself, it 

lingers.  On one hand, Flod has bailed on Vegas. The reasons, aka 

excuses, for not attending have something to do with bad planning 

and poor partnerships (fuck you Joe).  On the other hand, Flod, not in 

Vegas, will probably be more fun and exciting than some of the guys 

in Vegas! Woof if you are below Flod here!!!  Time to step up in 2019 

and end in the power rankings above #noshowFlod.

18 DR EVIL Ah man, Team Chit really loves the EG crew but their soft smiles, calm 

demeanors and lack of consumption in the following areas: alcohol, 

drugs, Dean's man goo has really set them all back.  We look forward 

to this year where Spencer has his spirit animal, Frodo, to guide him 

through the event.
17 DR. ACHILLES Huge expectations for 2019 with this guy.  2018 was solid and he was 

a funny guy all weekend long.  But we need more! Now, to be fair to 

Nate, he didn't have all the tools he needed in 2018 to be the Nate 

we know and love.  2019 though, he has his favorite guy in 

attendance and the shitshow will be lighting up the rando sky!  We all 

know I'm not talking about anyone other than Josh.yards!  

16 JASON You know when you totally dig a person but they are one of those 

sleeper cell types? Yeah that is Jason.  Was he there, yupp, was he 

available for some chit chat and some fun, sure.  Did he bring it?  No. 

Not at all.  JFC himself couldn't bring this guy out of his shell, but I 

have it on insider word that he is planning on 2019 being the year we 

all leave and say, "Wow that is one crazy mother fucker Canada has 

to deal with!"

15 DJ DJ has given and given and given to Vegas and yet here he is, below 

dick suckin Dean.  How did this happen?  Simply put, he should have 

let Kyle and Matt finish! 



14 DEAN THE DISHGUY If you rank below this level, you are going to need to sit back and ask 

yourself one question, "Do I need to offer more blowjobs and 

blowquotes to Vegas attendees?"  Dean came hot and heavy for 

Vegas, produced some killer content and was all in for all events and 

fun.

13 BACKYARD WILL How can the surprise guest of 2018 not get a standing O from the 

power rankings crew and jump even some 3 term Vegas veterans.  

Not only did the guy show up in khackis and a Hawks polo, but he 

chugged and drugged his way to a prominent role in the fun in the 

2018 house.  He drops a few points for having bought the house 

dinner 3 nights in a row but never making sure Chittay was taken care 

of.  Maybe he makes up for that this year????  

12 SHIT FRANSHITSCO Some will be amazed that Josh sits so high up this ladder, we at Team 

Chit are not.  This guy is the frankenmonster we need at Vegas.  Was 

he missed in 2018, now that is hard to answer, BUT sure we missed 

him!  His self relelgated purgatory is over and it will be our mission at 

Team Chit to unite Josh with every half left over beer you monsters 

leave behind. 

11 WADE Wade sat himself out of 2018 for complications of life and job.  He 

was an integral part of the smoker's club of 2017 and we welcome 

back Wade with open arms. His lead role as FullBack for the 

IFLlympics has pretty much been set in stone. Speaking of stoned, we 

here Wade is keistering his home grown for those of us who love the 

stuff, this is above nad beyond! This will be Wade's 2nd Vegas. 

10 TAMPA TB sliding all the way down to 10 really shocked TEAM CHIT in this 

ranking.  This guy came hard and did one of the best pieces of 

content the league has ever created in 2017 with the draft show.  But 

this list is about honesty, and you know what, Luke is a little bit more 

lurker than we all thought.  He is more than happy sitting and 

watching "crazy, old white dudes" get after it in Vegas.  Well Luke, 

here's he deal, we have not had one epic Luke meltdown in Vegas 

yet, and you know what?  That's fucked.  We don't only deserve that, 

but you owe it! 



9 STRABERRIE This is the hardest one to rank, we loathe the Berrie but love the 

Gaped Crusader.  We love the in person Berrie but can't stand the 

Slack Gaper.  What does one do?  Well we go back to 2017 wherein 

Berrie was pretty fun, and brought us the saving of lives in 2017 by 

way of chicken tenders.  RIP BRIAN.  Speaking of Brian, if Brian shows 

up in 2019, with Berrie, Barie will hit the top 3 in the Chittay Vegas 

Power Rankings. Done.  Now, we all agree, 2018 Berrie was not peak 

Barry, like as in Peak Barry in High School, when Barry peaked.  No, 

we are talking about a lethargic and inflexible Bery.  We hope he 

brings it in 2019.

8 DESERT TORTOISE As you will see, 8 is not 8 without 7.  Nils' amazing runway 

performance during '18 would have been nothing without the stylist 

Ni giving Nils his most important gift, the G-string.  Sure, sure we all 

try to remember Nils meandering around the desert like a tortoise 

but the real story was that guy dropped his balls on everyone's 

Madden face, he stood tall in the face of untold amounts of purple 

drank from PISOs and he gave us the video and pictures to prove that 

we are all a little gay for his smooth white ass.  

7 MANATEE 8 and 7 are tied together.  Now Ni gets the extra point nods for 

bringing incredible swag year 2, and for being present 1 of 3 days in 

2017. They are tied together because 8 would not be 8 without the 

schwag of 7.  So yes, while manatee Ni gets downgraded for his 

betrayal of the group by harboring a shitbird in his closet, he still 

comes in the top ten due to an epic gift for us all. 

6 KYLIE This was very tough for our crew to rank.  Who is Kylie?  He is our 

Mountain to Matt's Hound.  Kyle is the choker of midgets and small 

people world wide.  Kyle is the bartender who didn't do enough 

shakeweight workouts before 2018.  he sank to the bottom of the 

pool and set an all time mammal underwater record.  He donned a 

Rams koozie all weekend long, further cementing his #1 Rams Fan 

status. The guy made Flod schlep a trunk load of booze and he 

tirelessly shakeweighted his way to some damn tasty margaritas. 

Don’t sleep on Kylies vegas food suggestions! And don’t forget to get 

your wiki whacked at the Tiki Lounge. 



5 SHITBIRD Matt has been an epic piece to Vegas.  His enthusiasm and ridiculous 

self-awareness means he is a shitshow at all times.  "Where's Matt?"  

In a closet, in a ditch, off a ledge, yelling for no reason, getting choked 

by Kyle, making Josh's insides die for 2 years, but most important, 

this moron drops the heat predraft 2 years straight and set the tone 

for an epic IFL day.  Fuck Matt's Face. 

4 NE MARF You alright?  Yeah mate, he’s alright.  When it comes to Vegas this 

geezer is flash.  Not only did this dude remote into 2017 draft and do 

a show for 18 freaking hours, but in year 2 he flies an ungodly 14 

hours or some shit just to sleep in a room with a private bathroom 

that 20 of us decided to use 2 times a day.  Besides Mark making a 

mug of Turf by forcing weed down her wind pipes, Marf has been a 

staple of the IFL and the IFL draft content.  Last year this guy MCing 

the draft and calling out picks was awesome. Sure he looked as if 

death walked over him, but the bloke partied on and closed! Cheers 

mate!

3 LURKER Brian was instrumental to 2017, he was ever present in 2018.  He 

lurked during poker, he lurked in the pool, he lurked during the 

drafts, he lurked on the couch, he lurked right behind you, he lurked 

while Kyle was trying to kill Matt, well actually he smirked and 

lurked.  And that right there is the lesson for everyone, this guy really 

came out of his shell.  He was just a lurker, but 2017 and then 

confirmed in 2018, this guy is the absolute lurk & smirk of Vegas 

2019.  As cocaptain of #TeamSeltzer he has taken on a crew of wild-

seltzer-drinking morons as his own in 2019, good luck to you sir! Oh, 

and the guy has helped pump out content like a champ for Vegas' 

while also not being a guy "closing on the couch" or "closing on the 

bathroom floor" or "closing in your own room at 7pm on the 1st 

night".  Cheers to #3!

2 CHITTAY We are all on TEAM CHIT in Vegas!  Wether it is the passive 

aggressive replies to requests for help, or it is the condescending 

tones he uses about people who don't commit, who knows, but what 

we do know, CHITTAY is a staple of Vegas and we love it.  His high 

ranking can be partially explained by swimshirts and nearly a 

thousand dollar spending limit on weed at Pisos but what we do 

know is his commitment to the event is 2nd to none.  His 2nd place 

here is a nod to the effort of TEAM CHIT and those who support him. 



1 MIAMI BRAF It may be a  surprise that the Chittay Vegas Power Ranking is not led 

by Chittay but listen, Chittay is a team, Team Chit.  Miami is 

instrumental in Team Chit and he was the one who triggered 2017 

Vegas.  I think it went like this, "Hey Chit, we need to get Vegas 

going."  That was all it took, Team Chit mounted up, rode out and 

booked flights and started the Vegas IFL Pump.  Along with Dallas, 

Team Chit set forth the Vegas IFL, along with all who attended, of 

course!  It's almost as though Braf is the Buzz Aldrin of the IFL Vegas 

Draf. He got the extra points to take first place for his 2017 Draft Day 

appearance, his 2017 post-draft-passout-wake-up-reject-passout-

again performance and his volumous amount of content and work to 

produce the best annual event any league I have ever been in has. Let 

the dick slobbering stop here!


